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What is wave turbulence?

v Turbulence in presence of weak waves
→ small parameter

v Analytical theory for moments in spectral space
→ statistical description 

v Natural closure is achieved 
→ multiple scale method  [Benney & Saffman, 1966]

v Exact solutions can be derived rigorously
→ stationary power law spectra  [Zakharov & Filonenko, 1966]

v There are many applications  [Galtier, ‘Physics of wave turbulence’, CUP, in press]



L=0

Linear solution:                                   GW

Assumptions:

Weakly nonlinear solution: GW turbulence theory 

Einstein’s equations in an empty universe

[Hadad & Zakharov, JGP, 2014]
Hadad-Zakharov metric is used:

Lagrangian:⇒
GW



Hamiltonian formalism (Fourier space)  
(normal variables)

Direct cascade Explosive inverse cascade

Energy Wave action

[SG & Nazarenko, PRL, 2017]

⇒

After a lengthy development, we obtain the wave turbulence equations:

is the ensemble average

Exact stationary solutions/spectra (4-wave interactions):

[SG+, Physica D, 2019]



First direct numerical simulation of GW turbulence

- Pseudo-spectral code (FFTW3), periodic conditions, de-aliasing

- Adams-Bashforth (explicit; order 2) numerical scheme

- No forcing (decaying turbulence); additional dissipation

- Initial condition:  kmin << ki << kmax

- Resolutions 5122

+  intermediate variables:

[SG & Nazarenko, PRL, 2021]



Direct evidence of a dual cascade

Energy decay

w – k spectrum

1D wave action spectrum

2D spectrum
Initial condition

Signature of weak 
wave turbulence

w = ck 

Dissipation
zone

ki

Time scale compatible with 
4-wave interactions

[SG & Nazarenko, PRL, 2021]



Space-time metric
Time evolution of the metric component g22
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[SG & Nazarenko, PRL, 2021]

The simulation is stopped before 
GW turbulence becomes strong



Beyond weak wave turbulence



From weak to strong GW turbulence

[SG+, Physica D, 2019]

k -2/3

Explosive inverse cascade

ki

Space-time spectrum 

Condensate

A fast growth of the condensate = inflation
[SG+, Universe, 2020]

Weak wave turbulence
– analytical theory –

Strong wave turbulence
– phenomenological model –

critical balance
at any scale



Conclusion and (exciting) perspectives

GW turbulence in general relativity exists*
Ø Weak GW turbulence is characterized by a dual cascade
Ø Explosive inverse cascade of wave action
Ø Weak GW turbulence becomes strong at large scale

GW turbulence and the primordial universe

v Strong GW turbulence as a model of inflation (L=0)
v Fossil spectrum compatible with CMB Planck data

v Falsifiable predictions with simulations (no tuning parameter)

[SG+, Universe, 2020]

[SG & Nazarenko, PRL, 2017;2021]

[SG+, Physica D, 2019]

* Riemann (4th order) curvature tensor and Kretschmann scalar are non trivial


